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Introduction

Students should be advised to answer only the required 2 questions (2(a) or 2(b) and 3(a) or
3(b)). The students will have no time to complete more than 2 answers.

The examiner will mark the first answers on the question paper.

To achieve an organised structure, the student is advised to start each new content point in a
new paragraph.

The students should be advised to read carefully the stimuli provided for questions and look for
helpful key vocabulary.

The students should pay attention to the wording of the suggested points and write a response in
the required form. For example, they should consider whether the question is general (eg what
one does in a gap year) to which the students should give a general response, or personal (eg
their own plans for a gap year).

Centres are advised to train students to check that they have provided a fully relevant response
to each question, either by following the suggested Content points (in questions 2 and 3),
perhaps ticking the points as they progress with their writing, or by providing their own similarly
relevant ideas on the subject.
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MARK SCHEME

Question 1 - Communication

Marks Communication

0 No understandable words.

1 1-2 words conveyed without ambiguity.

2 3-4 words conveyed without ambiguity.

For Question 2 and Question 3 the following criteria will be used.

Content

Marks Criteria

13-14

Very Good

Fully relevant and detailed response to the task. Sound ability to convey
information clearly, express and explain ideas and points of view. Well
organised structure.

10-12
Good

Mostly relevant response to the task and shows ability to convey a lot of
information clearly, express and explain ideas and points of view.

7-9
Sufficient

Response to the task is generally relevant with quite a lot of information clearly
communicated. Points of view are expressed and ideas are developed.

4-6
Limited

Limited response to the task with some relevant information conveyed. Simple
opinions are expressed and there is some development of basic ideas.

1-3
Poor

Very limited response to the task with little relevant information conveyed. No
real structure.

0 The answer shows no relevance to the task set.
A zero score will automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a whole.
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Range of Language

Marks Criteria

5 Wide variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. More complex sentences
are handled with confidence and verb tenses are used successfully.

4 Good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures used. More complex
sentences are attempted and are often successful.

3 Some variety of vocabulary and structures used, including attempts at longer
sentences using appropriate linking words which are sometimes successful.

2 Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the task and structures are mostly
simple.

1 Inappropriate vocabulary with little understanding of language structure.

0 No language produced which is worthy of credit.

Accuracy

Marks Criteria

5
Largely accurate, although there may still be some errors especially in attempts at
more complex sentences. Verbs and tense formations are secure.

4
Generally accurate with errors occurring in attempts at more complex sentences.
Verb and tense formations are usually correct.

3
More accurate than inaccurate. Verb forms and tense formations are sometimes
unsuccessful. The intended meaning is clear.

2 Many errors which often impede communication. Verb forms are rarely accurate.

1
Limited understanding of the most basic linguistic structures. Frequent errors
regularly impede communication.

0 No language produced which is worthy of credit.

 The mark awarded for Range of Language must not be more than one band higher than the
mark awarded for Content. (See table below).

 The mark awarded for Accuracy must not be more than one band higher than the mark
awarded for Content. (See table below)

 If a mark is awarded for Content, this will inevitably lead to the award of a mark for Range of
Language and for Accuracy.

 If a mark of zero is awarded for Content, this will automatically result in a zero score for
Range of Language and for Accuracy.

Content Mark
Maximum Mark for each of
Range of Language and Accuracy

0 0
1 – 3 1 – 2
4 – 6 1 – 3
7 – 9 1 – 4

10 – 12 1 – 5
13 – 14 1 – 5
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Student 1 - Commentary

Question 1

Only 2 countries are conveyed clearly therefore only 1 mark is awarded.

Total marks = 1/2

Question 2 (a)

The content is fully relevant to the task and the information is conveyed clearly. All suggested points
are completed with some development.

There are ideas and 2 points of view with short explanations or reasons.

There is no attempt however, to further elaborate on any of the points of view or the reasons for the
opinions, and the explanations are quite basic, especially on the points of smoking and drinking
alcohol where the candidate could have made more of an attempt to develop a more detailed
personal response.

The piece is well organised and the content is on the borderline between ‘Good’ to ‘Very Good’ and
therefore the top mark for the ‘Good’ criteria is awarded.

Content - 12 marks

A good variety of vocabulary and structures is used. The use of verb tenses is mostly correct and
there are a few longer sentences with appropriate linking words. It fits well the descriptors for 4
marks.

Range of Language - 4 marks

The piece is generally accurate and the intended meaning is clear. There are some errors in the
more complex sentences and some misspellings in the non-complex structures. It fits well the
criteria for 4 marks.

Accuracy - 4 marks

Total: 20/24

Question 3 (b)

In this piece the candidate offers a generally relevant response. The information is conveyed quite
clearly through statements, ideas and some explanations (eg as to why there is air pollution in the
city).

Some ideas are developed and the candidate provides a detailed response to the task (eg as to
how to improve public transport).

The candidate, however, offers very basic information with no development on the first point. On the
second point, no relevant information about employment possibilities is provided.
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The candidate shows an ability to convey a good deal of information in a well structured answer but
could have given more points of view and could have provided more reasons for the ideas.

The response fits well the description of the ‘Sufficient’ criteria and achieves the higher mark at this
level.

Content - 9 marks

There is a good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structure. Longer sentences are attempted
and are sometimes successful. In some sentences the use of verbs resembles a list and does not
amount to more complex sentences. There are also a number of omissions in the longer sentences;
therefore the mark awarded is one below the maximum mark available for the 9 mark descriptors.

Range of Language - 3 marks

There are some grammatical errors in verb forms, misspellings and some omissions in sentences
which have already been considered under the Range of Language. Despite the errors, the piece is
more accurate than inaccurate and fits well the criteria for 3 marks.

Accuracy - 3 marks

Total marks = 15/24
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Student 2
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Student 2 - Commentary

Question 1

Only 1 country is conveyed clearly therefore 1 mark is awarded.

Total marks = 1/2

Question 2 (b)

The content is generally relevant to the task and the candidate shows an ability to convey quite a lot
of information clearly in an organised structure.

The candidate refers to the suggested points and writes his ideas with some development. There
are personal opinions with reasons or with a short explanation.

In some places the communication goes beyond a basic response to give more detailed information
(eg about the important facilities at University). However, some responses show no relevance to the
task (eg about the choice of profession) or the candidate provides only personal examples where a
general type of response is required (eg as to what one does in a gap year).

The content fits well the ‘Sufficient’ criteria but as not all the suggested points are covered nor any
other relevant points, the mark of 8 is therefore awarded.

Content - 8 marks

A variety of vocabulary and structures is used. The use of verb tenses is mostly correct and there
are longer more complex sentences with appropriate linking words. It fits well the descriptors for 4
marks.

Range of Language - 4 marks

The piece contains a number of spelling errors and some grammatical errors but they do not
impede communication. The piece is generally accurate. There is, however, an accumulation of
basic errors which leads to a mark of 3 and not the maximum of 4 available.

Accuracy - 3 marks

Total: 15/24

Question 3 (b)

In this piece the candidate offers a mostly relevant response, including some detailed information
and ideas about most of the suggested points. The information is conveyed quite clearly through
personal opinion, reasons, statements and some examples (eg services such as libraries, sports
grounds and schools).

However, the piece includes some unnecessary repetition of detail (eg the advantages; many shops
and services) and there is only a brief statement about one of the points (there are many
opportunities for work) with no development.
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The candidate has shown an ability to convey a good deal of information, in a well structured answer
but more examples, ideas or opinions could have been given.

The response goes beyond the ‘Sufficient’ but does not fulfil all the requirements for ‘Good’ and
therefore the lowest mark in the ‘Good’ criteria is awarded.

Content - 10 marks

There is a good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structure and use of verb tenses. Longer
sentences are attempted and are often successful. There are a number of omissions where more
complex sentences could have been formed. Therefore a mark of 3 is awarded rather than 4.

Range of Language - 3 marks

Errors are mainly minor including misspellings and there are some omissions in sentences which
have already been considered under the Range of Language. Despite the errors, the piece is
generally accurate and fits well the descriptors for 4 marks.

Accuracy - 4 marks

Total: 17/24
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Student 3 - Commentary

Question 1

3 countries are conveyed clearly therefore 2 marks are awarded.

Total marks = 2/2

Question 2 (b)

The content is relevant to the task and the candidate shows an ability to communicate ideas and a
personal opinion with justification and some added detail. However, the response to the task is
quite basic and the candidate could have provided more information in relation to this context.

The response goes beyond the ‘Limited’ criteria but as there are not many ideas or many points of
view expressed, the lowest mark of 7 in the ‘Sufficient’ criteria is awarded.

Content - 7 marks

Some variety of vocabulary and structures is used and there are longer more complex sentences
with appropriate linking words.

It fits the descriptors for 4 marks better than those for 3 marks as there is enough evidence for the
successful use of more complex sentences.

Range of Language - 4 marks

The piece contains some misspelling and grammatical errors which do not impede communication.

It is generally accurate and verbs and tenses are mostly correct therefore the mark of 4 rather than
3 is justified.

Accuracy - 4 marks

Total marks = 15/24

Question 3 (a)

In this piece the candidate offers a relevant but limited response. The information consists of some
simple ideas with basic explanations. The candidate gives some examples and expresses opinion
quite clearly but ideas are not developed enough to cover the context of this question sufficiently.

As the candidate provides some development to one idea (recommends discussing the problem,
listening with respect and highlights the need to achieve compromise), the top mark in the ‘Limited’
criteria is justified.

Content - 6 marks
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Some variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures is used. Longer sentences are attempted
and are sometimes successful. The piece fits well the maximum mark of 3 available in accordance
with the mark of 6 for Content.

Range of Language - 3 marks

The piece is more accurate than inaccurate. While verbs are used with some grammatical errors,
the intended meaning is clear; therefore the mark 3 is awarded.

Accuracy - 3 marks

Total: 12/24




